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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ExoHome, Inc. was founded on January 2, 2011 as a subsidiary of Roden Assistive Solutions,
after the R&D team at the parent company developed a production process for aerogel that reduced its
costs by over 80 percent. Using this technology, ExoHome has launched a product called Exohesive,
which consists of silica aerogel insulation and a peel-and-stick adhesive backing.
ExoHome’s patented aerogel production process allows the firm to mass produce Exohesive
effectively and market it competitively against substitutes. Other aerogel producers do not have the
production capability to offer their products on the commercial market, and aerogel substitutes are inferior
insulators. ExoHome’s competitive advantage is the capacity to produce an insulator that exceeds the
production capability of direct competitors and material capability of indirect competitors.
Exohesive is composed of silica aerogel produced using ExoHome’s proprietary “water glass”
production process—chemically expunging water from silica gel using inexpensive and readily available
raw materials. This makes production much safer and more inexpensive than the traditional production
process.
With this highly scalable production process, ExoHome can enter the $4 billion market of green
insulation sales for residential remodeling construction, which is projected to grow by at least $0.59 billion
in the next five years. ExoHome’s projected market share in Y1 is $22.7 million assuming 0.75 percent
market penetration, with a confidence interval of $7.6 to $37.8 million. This will grow to over $178.8
million in yearly sales by Y5, assuming 0.9 percent additional market penetration per year.
ExoHome will utilize both push and pull promotional techniques, including bulk discounts,
package discounts, a Facebook application, and remodeling forum advertisements, to fully penetrate the
market. From there, ExoHome will provide Exohesive to end users like remodeling contractors and do-ityourself homeowners through specialty distributors and other wholesalers. After the specialty distributor
takes gross profit of 20 percent, ExoHome will receive $6.35 in revenue per sq. ft.
In order to sustain demand, ExoHome will stimulate homeowner preference for proprietary
aerogel insulation products through web advertising and the energy cost comparison Facebook
application. The firm will further limit market entry by other aerogel manufacturers by leveraging
partnerships with firms that manufacture complementary products such as roofing tiles, siding, and
windows.
Due to Exohesive’s innovative design and business model, ExoHome is able to maintain EBITDA
above 20 percent and achieve high ROI. Management projects consistent growth in net income at an
average rate of over 150 percent per year to $60 million in the fifth year. ExoHome will achieve a profit of
almost $5.8 million by the end of the second year and break even in the first quarter of the third year. The
project NPV is $84.9 million.
Ultimately, ExoHome can also create social and environmental good as part of the firm’s triple
bottom line. By producing energy-efficient insulation, ExoHome will have prevented 1.1 billion pounds of
2

CO from entering the environment by Y5, enough to drive a car over 947 million miles. Furthermore,
ExoHome’s material donations to Habitat for Humanity will improve living conditions for over 1,492 people
in Y1, and, by Y5, ExoHome will have helped over 32,090 people in developing nations.
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COMPANY ANALYSIS
Company Profile
ExoHome, Inc. was founded on January 2, 2011 as a subsidiary of Roden Assistive Solutions,
after the R&D team at the parent company developed a production process for aerogel that reduced its
costs by over 80 percent, allowing ExoHome-branded products to compete with substitutes like fiberglass
insulation on the commercial market. On January 5, 2011, the firm opened its primary office location in
Houston, Texas, where the engineering team is currently finalizing the proprietary production process of
Exohesive, an aerogel insulation that can be applied as an adhesive to siding, roofing, windows, and
other building materials. ExoHome is currently recognized as an S-Corporation in Delaware by the US
government.

Objectives
ExoHome’s mission is to bring aerogel insulation products to the global market at competitive
prices and provide employees with valuable growth opportunities and intellectual development. The firm’s
vision is to improve energy efficiency and living conditions in both developed and developing countries
by becoming the global market leader in insulation products.

Competitive Advantage
ExoHome’s patented aerogel production process allows the firm to mass produce Exohesive
effectively and market it competitively against substitutes. Other aerogel producers do not have the
production capability to offer their products on the commercial market, and aerogel substitutes are inferior
insulators. ExoHome’s competitive advantage is the capacity to produce an insulator that exceeds the
production capability of direct competitors and material capability of indirect competitors.
Furthermore, no other aerogel manufacturers have a conduit to the building material supply
chain. Since neither remodeling contractors nor consumers primarily purchase insulation online, exclusive
of other building materials, ExoHome’s direct competitors are incapable of serving the target market.
ExoHome has established contractual relationships with specialty distributors that benefit both parties and
disadvantage ExoHome’s direct competitors. ExoHome also partners with manufacturers of
complementary products like roofing and windows.
ExoHome’s strategic partnerships provide barriers to entry against other aerogel manufacturers.
Even if these manufacturers develop more effective production processes in the future, ExoHome’s
connections in the building materials supply chain severely inhibit their ability to fully penetrate the
market.
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TARGET MARKET
Size
ExoHome specifically targets remodeling contractors through specialty distributors and other
wholesalers, with the intent of capturing do-it-yourself homeowners as a fringe benefit. The market for
remodeling contractors who purchase and use insulation materials includes over 231,000 firms and $277
billion in revenue as of 2002 (See Appendix 1). At a CAGR of 3.5 percent, the 2011 revenue should be
over $376 billion. $26.7 billion of that revenue passes to specialty distributors and other wholesalers as
insulation material costs (See Appendix 2). Specialty distributors also receive another $12 billion in
revenue from retailers, do-it-yourself homeowners, and other revenue streams. About 15.4 percent of the
$38.7 billion in revenue, or $4 billion, comes from green insulation products (See Appendix 3).
ExoHome’s total potential market is the $4 billion in green insulation sales, which is projected to
grow by at least $0.59 billion in the next five years. ExoHome’s projected market share in Y1 is $22.7
million assuming 0.75 percent market penetration, with a confidence interval of $7.6 to $37.8 million. This
will grow to over $178.8 million in yearly sales by Y5, assuming 0.9 percent additional market penetration
per year (See Appendix 4).

Characteristics
Wholesaler policy is to operate within set contracts and order cyclical quantities of products
based on consumer demand. ExoHome will negotiate contracts with specialty distributors and other
wholesalers through SPI, an sales outsourcing firm that won the 2011 Stevie Award for Sales
Outsourcing Provider of the Year.
Since specialty distributors must allocate their promotional budgets to unique products that have
the least horizontal competition, ExoHome can leverage its status as the first firm to provide aerogel
products in the commercial market. Furthermore, the firm can push promotional discounts to remodeling
contractors through specialty distributors, which will further increase end user demand that permeates
through the supply chain.

PRODUCT DESIGN
Aerogel Production Process
The traditional aerogel production process consists of removing water from a water-filled silica gel
using a supercritical dryer. This preserves the gel structure, but supercritical drying happens only at high
heat and pressure, which makes traditional aerogel production very costly and dangerous.
Exohesive is composed of silica aerogel produced using ExoHome’s proprietary “water glass”
production process—chemically expunging water from silica gel using inexpensive and readily available
raw materials. This makes production much safer and more inexpensive than the traditional production
process.
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First, a filtration system removes sodium from a solution comprising of sodium silicate (commonly
known as water glass) and de-ionized water. Ammonia hydroxide (or ammonia water) is added to the
resulting solution to facilitate the gel formation. The mixture is allowed to age sufficiently in de-ionized
water, resulting in a structurally strong gel.
Then, a mixture consisting of chlorotrimethylsilane (abbreviated TMCS), isopropyl alcohol
(abbreviated IPA), and n-hexane is added to the reinforced gel. The resulting chemical reactions force
water out of the pores in the gel structure. Another effect of these reactions is the formation of an
extremely thin water-repelling layer surrounding the structure, which protects Exohesive from humidity
and water damage.
The gel is left to age until the chemical reactions have completed. It is then poured into an array
of standard-sized molds. The aerogel-filled molds are dried at room temperature, then heat-treated in an
oven to remove excess moisture. During this process, the aerogel expands and fills the molds from the
inside. When the molds are removed, the results are standard-dimension blocks of transparent aerogel
with an invaluable water-repelling property (See Appendix 5).

Commercial Application
Production facility workers size each sheet of aerogel for standard framing and sheathing by
drying it in a custom-sized mold. Then, the workers use a tape applicator machine to apply peel-and-stick
adhesive material to the back of each sheet. Exohesive is 2.5 inches thick and insulates 22 times better
than fiberglass of the same thickness (See Appendix 6). For uninsulated attics, Exohesive is designed to
stack and increase R-value further (See Appendix 6).

Environmental Impact
Exohesive has an R-value of 32, the highest on the market, and will not mold or age under any
environmental condition, resulting in a more sustainable heat insulator. Furthermore, Exohesive is
hydrophobic, non-toxic, recyclable, and biodegradable. The material is safe for humans, surrounding
ecology, and the environment as a whole.

MARKETING STRATEGY
Promotion
ExoHome will utilize both push and pull promotional techniques. The firm will outsource all sales
functions to SPI, who will present ExoHome products at trade shows and engage target specialty
distributors and other wholesalers through personal sales. SPI’s sales experience and connections to
retailers across the country will accommodate faster market penetration than an internal sales force.
In the first year of operations, ExoHome will push discounts to remodeling contractors and other
end users through promotional arrangements with specialty distributors (See Appendix 7) and provide
additional discounts to environmental nonprofit donors. Since donors likely have much more disposable
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income than the average American and care a great deal more about the environment, the firm can
expect much higher conversion from this market segment. These sales promotion techniques will
increase initial demand through greater awareness, knowledge, and preference, accelerating the
decision-making process towards Exohesive.
Since the top two green building trends in 2011 are, respectively, affordable green and comparing
home energy use on social networks (See Appendix 8), ExoHome will hire a Facebook application
developer to create an ExoHome-sponsored energy comparison tool that neighbors and friends can use
to compare their energy use to each other and to a home that is insulated with Exohesive. The application
will also allow them to estimate Exohesive’s cost.
Facebook is the ideal market for pull marketing because, relative to the internet as a whole, the
social network has a greater proportion of upper middle class users with children. These users are more
likely to own a home (See Appendix 9). From there, the firm will place advertisements and Facebooklinking mechanisms, e.g. “Like” buttons and connectivity to the energy use application, on social networks
and forums for remodeling aficionados.
Ultimately, these pull marketing techniques will increase awareness, knowledge, and preference,
driving homeowners to ask remodeling contractors to install Exohesive or, for do-it-yourself homeowners,
to purchase them from specialty distributors.
Appendix 10 shows each promotional technique’s estimated budget and ROI.

Pricing
The firm will price Exohesive at $5.08 per sq. ft., or a 20 percent discount, to stimulate initial
demand during Y1. In Y2, the firm will price Exohesive at $5.72 per sq. ft., or a 10 percent discount. By
Y3, ExoHome will phase out the discount completely and sell Exohesive at $6.35 per sq. ft. The sale price
at the specialty distributor or wholesaler is $7.94, which includes the average price of substitute products
like fiberglass and rock wool ($1.68), government tax credit for energy-efficient improvements ($1.32),
and homeowner energy savings ($4.94). After the specialty distributor or wholesaler takes gross profit of
20 percent, ExoHome receives $6.35 in revenue per sq. ft. (See Appendix 11).
At this price point, both homeowners and remodeling contractors pay the same price overall but
receive additional value in the form of sound insulation and sustainable heat insulation that lasts longer
than other materials. Whether homeowners choose Exohesive or substitute products, they will pay $7.94
per sq. ft. either up front or in higher energy costs over the next year. Remodeling contractors will still pay
$1.68 per sq. ft. for Exohesive after receiving the government tax credit and passing the energy savings
premium on to the homeowner by charging more for services.

Placement
Exohesive will be available nationally through specialty distributors. After the outsourced sales
force negotiates contracts with specialty distributors, finished goods from ExoHome production plants in
Houston will be transported to specialty distributor headquarters in Houston. The specialty distributors will
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then transport Exohesive shipments—and other building materials—to their stores across the country.
From there, remodeling contractors and do-it-yourself homeowners will be able to purchase Exohesive
from the store front. Alternatively, end users can purchase Exohesive from distributor websites or, in the
case of retailers, contact distributors to purchase Exohesive in bulk.

Partnerships
By partnering with firms that manufacture complementary products such as roofing tiles, siding,
and windows, ExoHome can optimize Exohesive for those materials. Ten engineers are retained on staff
year-round to research new product lines and develop improvements to Exohesive. They will test
variations in Exohesive thickness, density, and adhesive composition against each complementary
product in order to create optimum product lines for roofing, siding, windows, and other complementary
products. From there, the firm and partners will provide package discounts for complementary products
purchased together.

Customer Retention
ExoHome will sustain demand by stimulating homeowner preference for Exohesive through web
advertising and the energy cost comparison Facebook application. The firm will also push bulk discounts
and partner with specialty distributors and wholesalers to provide loyalty cards for ExoHome products.
These measures will severely limit competitor traction when they develop the technology to enter the
commercial market.
The firm will further limit market entry by other aerogel manufacturers by leveraging partnerships
with firms that manufacture complementary products such as roofing tiles, siding, and windows. Since
contractors benefit from purchasing Exohesive and complements as part of a package, the firm will
receive fringe benefits from the complementary products’ loyal customers. Ultimately, this creates a
barrier to entry around contractors who frequently purchase insulation and complementary products.
Appendix 10 shows each retention technique’s estimated budget and ROI.

COMPETITORS
Direct Competitors
Because other manufacturers cannot synthesize aerogel in a cost-effective way, ExoHome does
not have any true direct competitors who compete for the same target market with the same product. The
closest comparison is with manufacturers that focus primarily on industrial construction or military use but
provide channels, e.g. a company website, for remodeling contractors to purchase their products for
residential use.
Aspen Aerogels, one of the oldest aerogel manufacturing companies, has the first mover
advantage in this market and more distribution channels than any other direct competitor. They specialize
in aerogel blankets for industrial insulation. In order to reach more customers, they work with small
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building material wholesalers who distribute primarily through company websites and less than ten
physical locations.
Other aerogel manufacturers, including Thermoblok, Cabot Corporation, and TAASI, do not
distribute through wholesalers or retailers, preferring to retain a sales force internally and engage in
personal selling. They serve very specialized demand such as research or military needs.
By negotiating contracts with traditional distribution channels such as specialty distributors,
ExoHome can make products available to remodeling contractors and do-it-yourself homeowners on the
same shelves where they purchase other building materials. This allows ExoHome to do what no other
aerogel manufacturer has done so far—provide a superior substitute to traditional insulation using the
same distribution channels, and at a competitive price.
See Appendix 12 for a competitor comparison chart.

Indirect Competitors
ExoHome also competes with traditional insulation manufacturers such as Owens Corning, John
Manville, Guardian Fiberglass, and Knauf Insulation. All four competitors target the residential industry
through traditional distribution channels such as wholesalers and retailers. Their products are also
available online through Amazon.com. Key advantages include lower prices and positioning as the go-to
products in the insulation market.
However, Exohesive is over 22 times more effective at heat insulation than fiberglass, contains a
peel-and-stick adhesive backing to stick to surfaces without staples, and muffles sound from both the
exterior and interior of an insulated room, contributing peace and privacy. In order to successfully
penetrate the insulation market, ExoHome will need to generate awareness of these value adds.
See Appendix 12 for a competitor comparison chart.

PEOPLE
Management Team
Skyler Kanegi is a corporate finance and psychology major with over five years of experience
running both for-profit and nonprofit companies. He is currently the Chief Executive Officer of Tier 10, an
IT consulting firm that develops semantic data management solutions for large corporations and
organizations. His expertise in market analysis and business strategy provides a broad perspective on the
US market and opportunities for technological innovation.
Baron Yang is an accounting and finance major with over three years of experience in financial
analysis and corporate accounting. As a student in China, he modeled the growth of local businesses and
the macroeconomics of the Chinese economy. His expertise in financial and economic modeling provides
accurate estimates of the firm’s financial health, while his connections in China allow the firm to expand to
the Chinese market through social and government programs.
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Shelley Xu is a mechanical engineering major with over three years of experience in product
design and testing. As an engineer at SBM Atlantia, she analyzed the material efficacy of mooring and
risers in varying environments. Her expertise in materials features and production processes provides
models for engineering premium products.
Minh Pham Le is an engineering route to business and physics major with over four years of
experience in information system and supply chain design. He is currently the Chief Operating Officer of
Tier 10, an IT consulting firm that develops semantic data management solutions for large corporations
and organizations. His expertise in product design and operations management facilitates effective
product delivery and stakeholder involvement along the supply chain.

Company Structure

Skyler Kanegi
Chief Executive Officer

Baron Yang

Minh Pham Le

Shelley Xu

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Chief Engineering Officer

Accounting
Team (2)

Procurement
Team (4)

R&D Team (10)

IT Team (4)

Sales Team (15)

Workers (30)

OPERATING PLAN
Short-Term Processes
ExoHome will lease office and storage space in Houston, Texas to handle administrative and
support tasks, in-house research, and inventory storage. The firm will also lease production facilities to
produce Exohesive using the proprietary aerogel production process and adhesive application process.
Sales and transportation functions are outsourced to specialty distributors and truck transport companies,
respectively.
During the R&D phase, the ExoHome engineering team will develop and test the production
process until it is suitable for large-scale industrial aerogel manufacturing. The ratios of chemicals as well
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as the production condition at each stage of the process are calibrated for cost-effectiveness while
maintaining product quality. The R&D phase is estimated to last three months.
As soon the production process is optimized, ExoHome will begin purchasing bulk shipments of
raw materials from domestic suppliers. Twice a day, trucks from AMEX Transport will dock at the
ExoHome production facility to supply it with raw materials and transport the finished Exohesive product
to the specialty distributors.
Production in this facility will take place in two stages. In the first stage, aerogel is produced and
simultaneously molded into standard sizes. Expected flow time in this stage, from raw materials to final
product, is 72 hours. In the second stage, the appropriate adhesives are applied to each batch of aerogel.
The application of adhesives is expected to take one hour per thousand square feet of aerogel.
Once the specialty distributors receive the finished Exohesive product, they will transport it to
retail locations across the country for end users such as remodeling contractors and do-it-yourself
homeowners to purchase. ExoHome will push steep discounts down the distribution supply chain to
Habitat for Humanity, who will use Exohesive to insulate homes for people in developing nations.
As the specialty distributor orders shipments of Exohesive, the marketing team will communicate
order quantities to the raw material procurement team to facilitate continuous production (See Appendix
13).

Long-Term Expansion
Fueled by success in the traditional insulation market, ExoHome will expand through flexible
product lines such as prefabricated cement blocks, large-surface window panes for office buildings, and
sheet metal roofing, all lined with ExoHome aerogel. A key part of the firm’s growth strategy is maintaining
low fixed costs and partnering with transport companies to ensure timely transportation of material.
The firm will introduce new product lines at the beginning of summer in southern states and the
beginning of winter in northern states, when the demand for high-grade insulation is highest. The firm will
use the same strategy when expanding to other countries to facilitate ever-growing demand in the
international market.

Milestones
Milestone

Date

Negotiate contracts with chemical and equipment suppliers.

January 9, 2011

Negotiate contracts with four specialty distributors.

January 18, 2011

Negotiate contract with AMEX Transport.

January 15, 2011

Complete research and development.

March 22, 2011

Launch promotional campaigns.

March 31, 2011
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Produce first batch of Exohesive.

April 1, 2011

First bi-annual expansion of production capacity.

August 25, 2011

Winter sales and advertising campaign.

October 10, 2011

Break-even point.

January 9, 2012

Second bi-annual expansion of production capacity.

January 15, 2012

Net income reaches $1 million

March 5, 2012

Begin researching new product lines.

March 30, 2012

Upgrade production equipment.

September 2, 2012

Charitable fundraising and donation campaigns.

October 17, 2012

Net income reaches $5 million.

March 11, 2013

Sponsor a charitable project.

May 6, 2013

Expand to Asia.

November 20, 2013

Enhance production facility capacity and energy efficiency.

January 2, 2014

Net income reaches $10 million.

January 27, 2014

Summer poverty awareness campaign.

June 5, 2014

Net income reaches $15 million.

June 13, 2014

Expand to Europe.

September 12, 2014

Upgrade demand analysis and stock tracking system.

October 3, 2014

Net income reaches $20 million

January 6, 2015

Begin research potential new products for international market.

March 03, 2015

Repay all seed money.

October 1, 2015

Open first off-shore outlet.

November 5, 2015

Winter poverty awareness and donation campaign.

November 16, 2015

FINANCIAL PLAN
Due to Exohesive’s innovative design and business model, ExoHome is able to maintain EBITDA
above 20 percent and achieve high ROI. Management projects consistent growth in net income at an
average rate of over 150 percent per year to $60 million in the fifth year. ExoHome will achieve a profit of
almost $5.8 million by the end of the second year and break even in the first quarter of the third year. The
project NPV is $84.9 million.
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Revenue Streams
ExoHome will receive 97 percent of revenue from commercial sales and 3 percent of revenue
from nonprofit sales (at a loss).

Income Statement
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Balance Sheet

Statement of Cash Flow

Sources and Uses of Funds
ExoHome is funded by an $8 million loan at 6 percent interest rate with additional capital
contributed by management stakeholders. The firm will not accept any venture capital. The debt-to-assets
ratio is 416 percent in Y1 and 0 percent in Y5, after notes have been paid. Because the firm is funded
primarily with a loan, the WACC is 6 percent, the cost of debt.
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Funds are allocated to two categories of costs, capital investments and operating expenses,
which includes COGS and SG&A. Capital investments are machinery for the Exohesive production
process, patents, and intellectual property (IP) generated by R&D activity. Operating expenses include
raw material purchases, direct labor, indirect labor, marketing costs, and leasing costs.

Exit Strategy
ExoHome will pursue an IPO or acquisition exit strategy. Management favors an IPO because it
will contribute additional capital to innovate strategically and expand to new markets. Acquisition is a
secondary option if the company has exhausted all creative resources and investors would benefit from
the added value of synergy.

IMPACT
Sustainable Housing
Exohesive saves energy and reduces residential carbon emissions through both efficient
insulation and sustainable material design. First, Exohesive reduces energy use by over 50 percent,
2

saving 12,443.418 pounds of CO emissions per year in the average home. In Y1, ExoHome will prevent
2

over 52.8 million pounds of CO from entering the environment. By Y5, ExoHome will have prevented 1.1
2

billion pounds of CO from entering the environment, enough to drive a car over 947 million miles.
Second, Exohesive lasts over four times longer than traditional insulation, which saves 24,759 tons of
insulation materials per year (See Appendix 14).

Living Condition Improvements
The firm will contribute materials at a steep discount to Habitat for Humanity, a nonprofit
organization that builds homes in developing nations. Since Habitat for Humanity has the worldwide
infrastructure to build homes effectively, ExoHome will be able to make a difference in developing
nations, improving living standards for the poorest segment of the population without much initial capital
investment.
Since approximately 1,360 sq. ft. of Exohesive will help one family of three or more people,
ExoHome will improve living conditions for over 1,492 people in Y1. By Y5, ExoHome will have helped
over 32,090 people in developing nations (See Appendix 15).
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Remodeling contractor market size

(Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, 2007)
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Appendix 2 Insulation material wholesaler market size

(US Census, 2002)
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Appendix 3 Energy-sensitive remodeling expenditures

(Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, 2007)
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Appendix 4 Market penetration estimates

(Team’s estimates)
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Appendix 5 Exohesive aerogel production process

(Yonsei University College of Engineering, 2002)
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Appendix 6 R-value material comparison, “stacked” R-value formula

(Buildings Energy Data Book, 2008)

R-value

+ R-value
(outside air film)

R-value

+ R-value
(brick)

+ R-value
(sheathing)

+ R-value
(insulation)

+
(plasterboard)

= R-value
(inside air film)

(total)

(Department of Energy, 2008)
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Appendix 7 Specialty distributor examples

(Gerson Lehrman Group, 2009; Company sites, 2011)
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Appendix 8 Top ten green building trends
1. Affordable Green
2. Sharing and Comparing Home Energy Use
3. Outcome-based Energy Codes
4. Community Purchasing Power
5. Intersection of Smart Homes, “Grid-aware” Appliances, and Smart Grid
6. Accessory Dwelling Units
7. Rethinking Residential Heating and Cooling
8. Residential Grey Water Use
9. Small Commercial Certification
10. Lifecycle Analysis (LCA)
(Mason Contractors Association of America, 2011)
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Appendix 9 Facebook demographics, Fannie Mae homeowner analysis

(Quantcast, 2011)

“Respondents with children generally have higher homeownership rates than those without children after
controlling for age and income. Having children is cited as a major reason to buy a home by
approximately three quarters (76 percent) of all households.”
(Fannie Mae Own-Rent Analysis, 2010)
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Appendix 10 Promotional and retention technique ROI

Budget

Return

ROI

Bulk discounts

$93,109

$147,392

58.3%

Package discounts

$428,563

$883,610

48.5%

Environmental donor discounts

$75,302

$100,252

33.1%

Loyalty card discounts

$116,574

$125,357

7.5%

$7,800,000

$208,526,184

2573.4%

Facebook application

$1,000

$3,978

29.8%

Remodeling forum advertisements

$2,704

$4,592

69.8%

Sales team

(Team’s estimates)
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Appendix 11 Exohesive pricing model

(Team’s estimates)
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Insulation
improvement

Acoustic
insulation

Adhesive
backing

Residential
size insulation

Optimized for
complements

Online retailer
distribution

In-store
distribution

Competitive
price

Residential
market

Appendix 12 Competitor Comparison

440%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Aspen Aerogels

46%

X

Thermoblok

40%

X

Cabot Aerogels

55%

X

TAASI

N/A

X

ExoHome Aerogels
Direct Competitors

X

X

X

X

X

Indirect Competitors
Owens Corning

5%

X

X

X

X

X

X

John Manville

4%

X

X

X

X

X

X

Guardian Fiberglass

4%

X

X

X

X

X

Knauf Insulation

2%

X

X

X

X

X

X

(Company websites, 2011)
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Appendix 13 Operating model
1. Raw Material
Suppliers

3. Manufacturing
Facility

Supply chemicals

Mass produce aerogel

4. Adhesive Application
Apply appropriate adhesives

2. Equipment Providers
5. Shipping Company

Supply machines
Provide maintenance

8. Charitable Projects
Assist developing nations

Transport bulk shipments of
final product to distributors

7. Charities
Deliver products
to developing nations

6. Specialty Distributor

8. Home Owners
Receive home
upgrades

Market to end-users

7. Contractors
Apply products

(Team’s estimates)
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Appendix 14 Environmental impact calculations
For every square foot of insulation replaced with aerogel of the same thickness as before, you save 1066
kWh amount of energy. Producing energy releases carbon dioxide, so by saving 1066 kWh amount of
energy, you prevent 12443,418 lbs. (amount) of carbon from being released into the environment.

Steps to calculate carbon emission reduction:
Find heating and cooling costs of average home.

Replace insulation with aerogel.

To be conservative in calculations, aerogel is 10 times better than insulation.
Aerogel savings = energy/x =10660kwh/10=1066kwh

Find energy savings:
10660-1066=9594kwh

Find carbon emissions:
1.297 lbs. CO2 per kWh

(Carbon emissions per kWh) x (energy savings) = Carbon emissions reduction: 1.297lbs/kwh x
9594kwh=12,443.418lbs
Steps to calculate miles driven with carbon reduction:

Carbon emission of car per mile:
1.2 lbs. / mile

Miles driven in car:
12,443.418 lbs. / (1.2 lbs./mile) = 10,370 miles
(Team’s estimates)
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Appendix 15 Living improvements calculations

(Team’s estimates)
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